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Abstract--This paper proposes a secondary voltage waveform 

control approach to suppress harmonics in islanded microgrids. 
Compared with the secondary control for traditional large 
power systems, the proposed control scheme can regulate the 
voltage waveform instead of voltage magnitude of sensitive 
buses in islanded microgrids. In addition to the centralized 
controller for fundamental frequency voltage component, a 
selective harmonic compensator is implemented in the 
secondary voltage control system. With the help of Park 
transformation, the cyclic references generated by the selective 
harmonic compensator passed through a low-bandwidth 
communication system to each primary control system for 
distributed generation units. Thus, combined with the high-
bandwidth local voltage controllers in the primary control 
systems, harmonic voltage distortions in islanded microgrids are 
redistributed and reduced. Simulations are performed to 
validate the effectiveness of the proposed control approach.    
 

Index Terms—Microgrid, hierarchical control, secondary 
voltage control, harmonic voltage distortion 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
HE electrical grid is moving towards a more 

decentralized and intelligent network, driven by the 
growing environmental concerns and the energy security, 
along with the fast technology progress in distributed 
generation (DG). Instead of traditional centralized electrical 
power production, the new electrical grid, also named as 
smart grid, will be more consumer-interactive and flexible. 
This radical transformation of electrical grid imposes severe 
challenges on the architecture of power systems. Therefore 
an urgent need exists to develop new conceptual models to 
undertake the increasingly complex operations [1].  

The microgrid paradigm, among other envisaged models, 
is emerging as an attractive solution for the architectures of 
future grids. Microgrids, interconnecting several customers to 
multiple DG and energy storage units, can form intentional 
and non-intentional energetic islands in distribution 
networks, thus offering high efficient and security of 
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electricity services [2]. However, due to the proliferation of 
nonlinear loads, voltage distortions and the harmonic 
propagation along a distribution feeder have become serious 
problem in distribution networks. Furthermore, during the 
intentional and non-intentional islanding operations, the 
microgrid becomes much weaker and more sensitive to 
harmonic disturbances. Hence, the reduction of harmonic 
voltage distortions is important for stable operation of 
microgrids.  

Generally, the inverter-interfaced DG unit can provide 
ancillary services on the improvement of voltage quality in 
distribution networks [3]. They may operate as shunt active 
filters to supply a certain amount of harmonic currents to the 
nonlinear loads. Moreover, to suppress harmonic 
propagation, shunt active filters based on the harmonic 
voltage detection method has been proposed [4]. It allows the 
shunt active filter to behave as a resistor at the harmonic 
frequencies, thus damping out harmonic propagation. 
Recently, this approach was implemented in the control 
system of inverter-interfaced DG units in islanded microgrids 
[5]. Nevertheless, the performance of this scheme was 
deteriorated in the case of long distribution feeders [6]. A 
further problem was that the accuracy of harmonic current 
sharing is reduced when DG units are distributed with 
different line impedances. Several other control techniques 
have been presented for harmonic current sharing in islanded 
microgrids, but all of them are achieved at the cost of 
harmonic voltage distortions [7].  

This paper explores the function of secondary control of 
microgrids, and proposes a secondary voltage waveform 
control approach to reduce the harmonic voltage distortion in 
islanded microgrids. In addition to the centralized controller 
for the magnitude of the fundamental voltage component [8], 
a selective harmonic compensator is introduced for the 
harmonic voltages in the proposed secondary voltage control 
system. This harmonic compensator selectively reduces the 
harmonic voltage distortions at the sensitive buses of an 
islanded microgrid, by adjusting the references of local 
voltage controllers for DG units. A high control bandwidth is 
therefore necessary for the local voltage controllers to follow 
those feedforward cyclic reference signals from the 
secondary control system. Moreover, the low-bandwidth 
communication imposes constraints on high frequency 
feedforward reference signals to DG units, which 
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consequently degrading dynamic performances of the 
secondary control system. To tackle with this problem, the 
proposed secondary voltage control is implemented in 
multiple rotating reference frames. With the help of Park 
transformation, those feedforward cyclic reference signals 
are demodulated as dc signals before passing through the 
communication system, and then modulated back to ac 
signals in each local voltage controller for DG units. 
Theoretical analysis and simulation results are presented to 
confirm the validity of this control technique. 

II.  PROPOSED SECONDARY VOLTAGE CONTROL 
A hierarchical control structure is becoming a standard 

approach for microgrid management system [8]-[10]. Similar 
to traditional large power systems, the hierarchical control of 
microgrids is organized with three levels, namely the 
primary, secondary and tertiary control. Fig. 1 illustrates a 
general structure for the hierarchical control of microgrids.  
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Fig.  1.   The general structure for the hierarchical control of microgrids.

The primary control is implemented in the local 
controllers of DG units, which is responsible for the short-
term active and reactive power balances. The other two levels 
of controls are performed by a centralized controller. The 
secondary control restores system frequency deviations, 
regulates voltage profile of sensitive buses, and 
resynchronizes with the main grid. The tertiary control is 
conceived to perform the long-term energy management 
tasks. The control bandwidth is gradually decreased from the 
primary level to tertiary level. 

The secondary control plays an important role in 
preserving stable operations of islanded microgrids. While 
the secondary frequency control has been well developed [8], 
potential functions and operation mechanism of the 
secondary voltage control are still under discussions [9], [10]. 
Moreover, the voltage control loops of power electronic 
inverters have much higher bandwidth than synchronous 
generators, which brings new possibilities to the secondary 
voltage control strategies.  

Instead of regulating voltage magnitude, a secondary 
voltage waveform control approach is proposed for reducing 
harmonic voltage distortions at the sensitive buses of 
islanded microgrids. Fig. 2 depicts the diagram of the 
proposed secondary voltage control scheme, where a 
selective harmonic voltage compensator is introduced in 
contrast to conventional secondary voltage magnitude 
controls. The second order generalized integrators (SOGI) 
and a frequency-locked loop (FLL) are utilized to extract 
harmonic voltages of interest at sensitive buses [11]. Then, 
the extracted harmonic voltages are compared with the 
harmonic voltage limits recommended by IEEE Std. 519-
1992 [12]. A deadband is utilized to detect when the 
harmonic voltages exceed the predetermined limits. 

 
 

 
Fig.  2.   The proposed secondary voltage control approach for harmonics suppression in an islanded microgrid.
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Furthermore, since the outputs of the selective harmonic 
voltage compensator are cyclic signals with different 
harmonic frequencies, the use of low-bandwidth 
communication system tend to degrade the dynamic 
performance of secondary control system [13]. To overcome 
the constraint of communication bandwidth the selective 
harmonic compensator is implemented in the multiple 
rotating reference frames. The harmonic voltages of interest 
are demodulated by Park transformation as dc signals before 
passing through the communication system. Those dc signals 
are modulated back to cyclic signals in the primary control 
system.   

In addition, to reject the disturbances caused by the local 
nonlinear loads of DG units, and to follow the cyclic 
command signals generated by the secondary voltage control, 
a high control bandwidth is necessary for the local voltage 
controllers of DG units. Fig. 3 shows in detail the diagram of 
a primary control system for DG unit N. Proportional plus 
multiple resonant integrators are adopted in the voltage 
controller. A virtual impedance loop is implemented for the 
fundamental frequency current component to alleviate the 
line impedance effects [7]. The participation factor HN 
determines the contribution of DG unit N for reducing 
harmonic voltages of sensitive buses. The choice of HN is an 
optimization problem under several constraints, such as the 
capacity of DG unit N, transmission losses and the harmonic 
voltage limits at the output voltage of DG unit N.   

It is worth to mention that this intermediate harmonic 
voltage control, performed by the local voltage controllers of 

DG units, provides a redistribution rather than elimination of 
harmonic voltage distortions in an islanded microgrid. 
Hence, a complete analysis on the harmonic voltage 
redistribution and reduction is needed for effective harmonics 
suppression in an islanded microgrid. 

III.  HARMONIC VOLTAGE DISTORTIONS REDUCTION AND 
REDISTRIBUTION 

The harmonic voltages in distribution systems are 
normally caused either by the background distortions coupled 
from the upstream grids or by the voltage drops resulted from 
the harmonic currents of nonlinear loads. Nevertheless, 
during islanded operation of microgrids, the harmonic 
voltages are mainly present due to the presence of nonlinear 
loads. As a consequence, the line impedance of distribution 
feeder and the input impedance of the nonlinear load have 
significant impact on the harmonic voltage distortions, and 
the common load bus is generally chosen as the sensitive bus 
of islanded microgrids. 

Fig. 4 depicts a simplified one-line diagram of an islanded 
microgrid. Two inverter-interfaced DG units are connected in 
parallel through a common load bus. A three-phase diode 
rectifier load is considered as the nonlinear load, which 
mainly results in a negative fifth and positive seventh 
harmonic voltage.  

Since the focus here is on discussing the secondary 
voltage control strategies, the influences of intermittent prime 
energy sources will not be involved and the sufficient dc-link 
of DG inverters are assumed for the sake of simplicity. Fig. 5 
shows 

 
 

 
Fig.  3.   The primary control system for DG unit N. 
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Fig.  4.   A simplified one-line diagram of an islanded microgrid.
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Fig.  5.   Equivalent circuit of an islanded microgrid. 
 
 
a per-phase equivalent circuit of the microgrid based on the 
proposed secondary voltage control scheme, as shown in Fig. 
5. A Norton equivalent model is derived for the three-phase 
diode rectifier load. The influences of the line impedances of 
distribution feeders and the input impedances of the 
nonlinear loads are analyzed in detail as follows. 

A.  Redistribution of Harmonic Voltage Distortions 
Fig. 6 shows simplified equivalent circuits of the 

microgrid at the nth-order harmonic frequency. Two 
operating scenarios of the microgrid are analyzed and 
compared. The necessity of harmonic voltage redistribution 
rather than elimination is presented.  

In the first case where the proposed secondary voltage 
control is absent, the harmonic voltages of interest at the 
outputs of DG units are eliminated by high-bandwidth local 
voltage controllers. Hence, the output of DG units can be 
seen as short-circuited at the nth-order harmonic frequency, 
as shown in Fig. 6. The nth-order harmonic voltage at the 
common load bus LnhV&  is given by  

 

1 2

nh
Lnh

nh nh Lnh

IV
Y Y Y

−=
+ +

&
&  (1) 

 

1 2nh nh nh LnhI I I I= + +& & & &  (2) 
 

where İ1nh and İ2nh are the nth-order harmonic currents drawn 
by the DG unit 1 and DG unit 2, respectively. The İLnh 
represents the equivalent nth-order harmonic current source  

 
  

(a) (b) 
  
Fig.  6.   The simplified equivalent circuits of the microgrid at the nth-order 
harmonic frequency. (a) Before applying the proposed method. (b) After 
applying the proposed method. 
 

 
of the nonlinear load. YLnh is the equivalent input admittance 
of the nonlinear load at the nth-order harmonic frequency, 
which draws current İLnh. Y1nh and Y2nh are the line 
admittances of distribution feeders at the nth-order harmonic 
frequency.  

On the other hand, when the voltage harmonic elimination 
is adopted in the proposed secondary voltage control method, 
the harmonic voltage distortions at the common load bus will 
be eliminated. Consequently, the current drawn by the input 
admittance YLnh is zero, and the rectifier load will be 
equivalent as a harmonic current source, as shown in Fig. 6.  

 
0LnhV =&  (3) 

 

1 1 2 2nh nh nh nh nhI V Y V Y= +& & &  (4) 
 

where 
1nhV&  and 2nhV&  are the controlled nth-order harmonic 

voltages at the outputs of DG unit 1 and DG unit 2, 
respectively. Since the relationship between the voltages 

1nhV&  
and 2nhV& can be expressed as 

 
1

1 2
2

nh nh
HV V
H

=& &  (5) 

 
where the H1 and H2 are the participation factors of DG unit 
1 and DG unit 2, respectively. Then, the nth-order harmonic 
voltages at the outputs of DG units can be given by  

 

1
2

1 2
1

nh
nh

nh nh

IV HY Y
H

=
+

&
&  

(6) 

 

2
1

1 2
2

nh
nh

nh nh

IV H Y Y
H

=
+

&
&  

(7) 

 
Compared with equation (1), it can be seen that the harmonic 
voltage distortions at the outputs of DG units are inevitably 
increased even though the harmonic voltages of interest at 
the common load bus is eliminated. This phenomenon is also 
termed as ‘whack-a-mole’ effect in [4]. Moreover, in the case 
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that different controlled nth-order harmonic voltages are 
applied for both two DG units, one of them will have more 
severe voltage distortions at its output. Hence, the selective 
harmonic elimination scheme takes no effect on the 
harmonics suppression of islanded microgrids. The 
comparator with deadband and an offset in the harmonic 
voltage references are necessary in the proposed secondary 
voltage waveform control.  

B.  Influences of Distribution Feeders and Input Impedances 
of Nonlinear Loads 

Fig. 7 shows a more simplified equivalent circuit of the 
islanded microgrid. A Thevenin equivalent model is derived 
for the parallel-connected DG units. The admittance YSnh is 
the short-circuit admittance at the common load bus at the 
nth-order harmonic frequency, which is given by 

 
1 2Snh nh nhY Y Y= +  (8) 

 
The voltage SnhV& is the equivalent voltage source, which is 
expressed as 

  

1 1 2 2

1 2

nh nh nh nh
Snh

nh nh

V Y V YV
Y Y

+=
+

& &
&  (9) 

 
The participation factors for both DG units are assumed 
equal to the HS for simplicity. Then, the voltage SnhV& can also 
be given by 

 
1 2Snh nh nh S LnhV V V GH V= = =& & & &  (10) 

 
where G is the gain of the nth-order harmonic voltage control 
loop in the secondary controller.  

The voltage 
LnhV& can be calculated from the Fig. 7, which is 

expressed as 
 

(1 )
nh

Lnh
S Snh Lnh

IV
GH Y Y

−=
− +

&
&  (11) 

 
Hence, to effectively reduce the harmonic voltage distortions 
in the microgrid, the following equations 

 
1SGH ≤  (12) 

 

1 1SGH− >  (13) 
 

should be satisfied.  
Taking into account the relationships between the 

magnitude of the short-circuit admittance YSnh and the 
magnitude of the input admittance YLnh, two different cases 
are discussed. Firstly, in the case of  

 
Snh LnhY Y>>  (14) 

 
Fig.  7.   Simplified equivalent circuit of the islanded microgrid.
 
 
the nonlinear load can be equivalent as a harmonic current 
source. Equation (14) can be rewritten as   

 

(1 )Lnh
S Snh

IV
GH Y

−=
−

&
&  (15) 

 
The magnitude of nth-order harmonic voltage at the 

common load bus can be reduced as long as the operating 
conditions (12) and (13) are satisfied. On the other hand, in 
the case of 

 
Snh LnhY Y<<  (16) 

 
the nonlinear load can be equivalent as a harmonic voltage 
source. The reduction of the nth-order harmonic voltage 
requires that 

 
1 1SGH− >>  (17) 

 
whereas the following equation can be derived based on the 
operating condition (12) and (13) 

 
1 1 2SGH< − <  (18) 

 
Hence, theoretically the proposed method cannot suppress 
the harmonic voltage distortions in this situation. However, 
this case is not common in low-voltage microgrids due to the 
low X/R impedance ratio of distribution feeders. 
Furthermore, the equation (18) also gives the maximum 
reduction for the nth-order harmonic voltage which is less 
than one half of the uncompensated voltage.  

IV.  SIMULATION RESULTS 
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed secondary 

voltage control approach, simulations for the islanded 
microgrid shown in Fig. 4 are performed in MATLAB. A 
sample and hold block with 40 ms latency is utilized to 
emulate the low-bandwidth communication system. The main 
parameters for the DG inverters and distribution feeders are 
listed in Table I. 

The harmonic analysis of three-phase diode rectifier loads 
has been well done in [14], [15]. The influences of the ac-
inductance and the dc-inductance on the harmonic currents of  
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TABLE I 
MAIN PARAMETERS OF DG INVERTERS AND DISTRIBUTION FEEDERS 

 
Equipments Parameters 

DG 
inverters 

Nominal frequency 50 Hz 

Nominal voltage 380 V 

Nominal power   50 kVA 

Filter inductance  (L1, L2) 800 µH 

Filter capacitance (C1, C2) 30 µF 

DC voltage (VDC1, VDC2) 700 V 

Distribution 
feeders 

Symmetrical Case 
0.4 + j0.062 Ω 

0.4 + j0.062 Ω 

Nonsymmetrical Case  
0.3 + j0.047 Ω 

0.6 + j0.098 Ω 

Three-phase 
diode 

rectifier 

AC-inductance 40 µH 

DC capacitance 2200 µF 

DC resistance 6 Ω 

 
three-phase diode rectifiers were presented. To introduce a 
load current with a high harmonic content, the dc-inductance 
is discarded and only a small ac-inductance is used. Since the 
fundamental nominal input power of the rectifier is 100 kVA, 
the per-unit value of ac-inductance can be derived as 0.87% 
[14]. The harmonic spectrum for the ac current of rectifier is 
shown in Fig. 8.  

Two different operating scenarios are tested regarding the 
distribution of DG units in the microgrid, namely 
symmetrical and nonsymmetrical situations. In the 
symmetrical situation the DG units are placed symmetrically 
and have the same line impedances, whereas in the 
nonsymmetrical situation the DG units have different line 
impedances. 

A.  Symmetrical Placement of DG Units 
Fig. 9 shows the harmonic voltage spectrums in the case 

of symmetrical distribution of DG units. As shown in Fig. 9 
a, before applying the proposed method, the fifth harmonic 
voltage magnitude at the common load bus exceeds 3% 
which is the individual voltage distortion limit [12], whereas 
the low-frequency harmonic voltage distortions at the outputs 
of DG units are almost zero due to the high-bandwidth local 
voltage controllers. After applying the proposed method, it is 
interesting to note that if only the fifth harmonic voltage is of 
concern, the magnitude of the seventh harmonic voltage will  
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Fig.  8.   The harmonic current spectrum for the three-phase diode rectifier.
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Fig.  9.   The harmonic voltage spectrums in the symmetrical case. (a) Before 
applying the proposed method. (b) After applying the proposed method but 
only fifth harmonic voltage is concerned. (c) Both the fifth and seventh 
harmonic voltages are concerned.   
 
 
increase despite the fifth harmonic voltage is decreased, as 
shown in Fig. 9 b. On the other hand, when both the fifth and 
seventh harmonic voltages are of concern, they are equally 
redistributed and reduced below 3%, as shown in Fig. 9 c. 

Fig. 10 shows the simulation waveforms when the 
proposed method is applied at the instant of 1 s. The output 
voltages of DG units become distorted at the instant of 1 s, as 
shown in Fig. 10 a. This is due to the redistribution of 
harmonic voltage distortions. The magnitude of load current 
is increased at the instant of 1 s, as shown in Fig. 10 b. This 
is a result from the reduction of harmonic voltage distortions 
at the common load bus. Fig. 11 shows the magnitude 
changes of the fifth and seventh harmonic voltages of the 
common load bus, which have a good match with the Fig. 9 b 
and c. Hence, it is shown that the proposed method achieves 
a redistribution of harmonic voltages in the islanded 
microgrid. Also the harmonic voltages at the sensitive bus are 
reduced to be below the allowable limit, 3%. 
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B.  Nonsymmetrical Placements of DG Units 
Fig. 12 shows the simulation waveforms when the proposed 
method is applied at the instant of 1 s. It can be seen that the 
difference between the voltage magnitudes of two DG units 
is reduced by using the virtual impedance loop for the 
fundamental current components. The magnitude changes of 
the fifth and seventh harmonic voltages at the common load 
bus are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the harmonic 
spectrums in the nonsymmetrical case. The voltage THD 
results for both symmetrical and nonsymmetrical cases are 
listed in Table II. 
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Fig.  10.   The simulation waveforms for the symmetrical case when the 
proposed method is applying at the instant of 1 s. (a) Output voltages of DG 
units. (b) The harmonic current of three-phase diode rectifier 
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Fig.  11.   The magnitude changes of the fifth and seventh harmonic voltages 
of the common load bus in the symmetrical case. (a) The fifth harmonic 
voltage when only the fifth harmonic voltage is of concern. (b) The seventh 
harmonic voltage when only the fifth harmonic voltage is of concern. (c) The 
fifth harmonic voltage when both the fifth and seventh are of concern. (d) 
The seventh harmonic voltage when both the fifth and seventh are of 
concern. 
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Fig.  12.   The simulation waveforms of the unsymmetrical case when the 
proposed method is applying at the instant of 1 s. (a) Output voltages of DG 
units. (b) The harmonic current of three-phase diode rectifier.  
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Fig.  13.   The magnitude changes of the fifth and seventh harmonic voltages 
of the common load bus in the unsymmetrical case. (a) The fifth harmonic 
voltage. (b) The seventh harmonic voltage. 
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Fig.  14.   The harmonic voltage spectrums in the unsymmetrical case. (a) 
Before applying the proposed method. (b) After applying the proposed 
method. 
 
 

TABLE II 
VOLTAGE THD FOR DIFFERENT OPERATING SCENARIOS 

 

Total harmonic distortions (THD) of voltage 

Operating Scenarios DG 1 
(V1) 

DG 2 
(V2) 

Common load bus 
(VL) 

Symmetrical 
Before 0.87 % 0.97 % 5.15 % 

After 3.24 % 3.28 % 3.71 % 

Nonsymmetrical 
Before 0.94 % 0.87 % 5.15 % 

After 3.32 % 3.41 % 3.71 % 

 
 

It can be observed from the Table II that the voltage THD 
for the common load bus exceeds the allowable limit, 5%, 
before applying the proposed method. Despite that the 
voltage THD at the outputs of DG units are increased after 
applying the secondary control, the harmonic voltage 
distortions at the sensitive bus of the microgrid is effectively 
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reduced. There is a tradeoff between the voltage THDs of the 
DG terminals and the sensitive bus. This is due to the fact 
that the harmonic currents drawn by the nonlinear loads 
cannot be eliminated in the microgrid without using any 
additional active filters.   

Moreover, it is important to note that the fifth and seventh 
harmonic voltages are redistributed equally after applying the 
proposed method even in the nonsymmetrical situation. This 
is due to the fact that this secondary voltage control provides 
a direct regulation on the output harmonic voltages of DG 
units. Hence, in contrast to the resistive shunt active filter 
based method [4], the proposed method can achieve effective 
harmonic suppression in islanded microgrids no matter 
whether DG units are placed symmetrically or not.  

V.  CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a secondary voltage control approach for 

harmonics suppression in islanded microgrids has been 
presented. This method is essentially a harmonic voltage 
redistribution process in an islanded system. The proposed 
scheme provides a direct way to regulate the harmonic 
voltages at the outputs of DG units, consequently mitigating 
the adverse effects of line impedances in the case of 
nonsymmetrical distribution of DG units. Moreover, with the 
help of Park transformation, the constraint of low-bandwidth 
communication system is overcome. The harmonic analysis 
and simulations based on a simple two-inverter based 
microgrid have been done. Finally, the results show that the 
proposed method is an effective add-on solution of the 
secondary control system for islanded microgrids.  
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